Investigation of Two Kinds of Periodical Surface Structures Induced by Femtosecond Laser on the Surface of Titanium Plate.
Two kinds of laser-induced periodical structures observed on metal titanium plate irradiated by femtosecond laser (fs-laser) are reported, including the fs-laser-induced concentric rings and periodical subwavelength ripples. The rings can be produced only when the titanium target is located before the focal plane. The period and distribution of the rings stay almost fixable with the change of laser fluence and pulse number. The average cross section area (ACSA) is introduced to investigate the material removal behavior with the growth of the rings. The rings grow with the accumulation of laser pulses and the increase of the laser fluence, but the growth rate will be moderated with the increase of the pulse number. The ripples are obtained in an annular region when powerful multi-pulses irradiate on the target surface. The ripple period varies with laser fluence and location. And the annular region migrates outward when the laser fluence increases. We suggest that the formations of ripples are attributed to the propagation of the laser-stimulated surface plasma wave (SPW) on the air/ti interface. The dependence of the ripple period on the pulse fluence calculated by the SPW model agrees well with our experimental observation. The investigation improves the understanding of the two kinds of periodical surface structures both in their appearances and mechanisms.